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Exploring the natural conformational changes of the C-terminal domain of calmodulin

J. Elezgaray,* G. Marcou, and Y. H. Sanejouand
Centre de Recherche Paul Pascal, Avenue Schweitzer, 33600 Pessac, France

~Received 8 April 2002; published 23 September 2002!

Several experimental results suggest that the Ca21-loaded C-terminal domain of calmodulin~or some of its
mutants! exhibits conformational changes triggered solely by thermal fluctuations. The time scales involved are
in the 1026–1023 s range. Here we develop a theoretical method to explore this type of motions based on a
modified version of molecular dynamics algorithm where the secondary structure motifs are held fixed. In this
version, increasing the temperature enhances the sampling of conformations with locally fixed secondary
structures. From the temperature dependence of the transition rate between various conformational states, we
obtain characteristic times that are consistent with those observed experimentally.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.031908 PACS number~s!: 87.15.He
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I. INTRODUCTION

Protein function is not based on static structure, but rat
on structural dynamics. Conformational changes have b
linked to function in many cases, including binding, cataly
and protein–nucleic-acid interactions. Experimental e
dences for such conformational fluctuations are availa
since the 1970s, when the first measurements of hydro
exchange and fluorescence quenching were reported. An
curate, yet static information can be obtained through cr
tallographic data. Typical examples include the binding o
substrate or, in a more general way, the transmission of c
formational changes to a distant site, as in allosteric mec
nisms. Very often, the internal motions of proteins involve
collective character. For instance, in the case of citrate s
thase, the binding of coenzymeA induces an 18° rotation o
the small domain around an axis located near residue
resulting in the so-called hinge-bending motion@1–3#. This
results in the closure of the substrate binding site.

An interesting question is whether these collective m
tions arise from the coupling with an exterior agent~ligand!,
or they are already present as an intrinsic motion of the p
tein. An increasing number of experimental evidences sh
that the second possibility is actually realized in prote
such as triosphosphate isomerase@4# and lysozyme@5#. The
study of such conformational fluctuations is hindered by
lack of experimental techniques that yield detailed inform
tion on the structural changes involved. On the other ha
numerical methods based on molecular dynamics sim
tions with atomic resolution can only yield partial views o
this dynamic process as the expected time scales~.1026 s!
are out of reach of the present day computing capabilit
Let us mention that the use of discontinuous potentials@6#
allows dynamics on the millisecond time scale, althou
these simulations are still limited by the accuracy
‘‘square-well’’ potentials.

The goal of this paper is the introduction of a numeric
method that, provided some assumptions are verified, g
access to such a time scale. The underlying idea is q
simple and is based on the experimental observation tha
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secondary structure of a fluctuating protein is well conser
even in the cases where several conformations are vis
Therefore, it is expected that the addition of constraints t
fix, locally, these structures will not significantly perturb th
protein dynamics at room temperature and, at the same t
will allow to speed up the conformational exchange by
creasing the temperature of the simulation. A similar a
proach has already been considered for the case of trios
sphate isomerase@7#. The present method can be consider
as a generalization of some of the ideas in Ref.@7#. To test
the method, we will consider the case of the C-terminal d
main of calmodulin, a small protein that displays natu
conformational fluctuations, as explained in the followin
section.

II. A FEW FACTS ABOUT CALMODULIN

Calmodulin~CaM! belongs to the EF-hand family of pro
teins, the members of which act as Ca21 sensors, coupling
transient increases in cellular calcium concentration with
variety of cellular activities@8–10#. These range from cel
cycle control to muscle contraction and are involved in d
eases such as cancer and Alzheimer’s disease@11,12#. Calm-
odulin is highly conserved~100% identity among verte
brates! and interacts with more than 100 different targ
proteins, including kinases, phosphatases, cyclases,
@9,13#. The crystal structure of Ca21 bound CaM shows a
dumbell-shaped structure, with two globular domains~the N
and C domains! linked by a long helix. Each of these do
mains consists of two EF-hand motifs@14,15# and fixes two
calcium ions. Upon binding, each domain goes from
‘‘closed’’ conformation@16,17# where the two helices of the
EF-hand motifs are almost antiparallel to an ‘‘open’’ confo
mation, where these helices are nearly perpendicular@18,19#
~see Fig. 1!. One of the effects of this change is the exposu
to the solvent of hydrophobic patches that form the bind
sites of target proteins@20#. This opening is clear from the
x-ray structure, but has been contested on the ground
both experimental and numerical data for the N-terminal
main. In Ref.@21#, it was concluded that the crystal packin
stabilizes the exposure of the hydrophobic patches. On
other hand, from the NMR data obtained by Evena¨s and
co-workers@22,23#, the calcium-loaded C-terminal domai
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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seems to expose these hydrophobic patches to solvent. In
sense, the C and N terminals may not play a symmetric r
This is not in contradiction with the experimentally observ
fact that the N- and C-terminal domains are largely indep
dent of one another. For instance, the sum of the Ca21 af-
finities of each separated domain compares well with
sum of the same affinity for the whole protein@24#. In addi-
tion, the three-dimensional structure@25# of the recombinant
C-terminal fragment M76-K148~obtained by NMR! is very
close to that observed in the CaM crystallographic structu
These observations, put together, justify the study of e
individual domain, rather than the full CaM protein.

Recently, a number of studies@22,23# have focused on
several mutants~E104Q and E140Q! of the C-terminal frag-
ment M76-K148~TR2C, ‘‘tryptic fragment 2 in the presenc
of CaCl2’’ ! and shown that the calcium-loaded fragment u
dergoes conformational exchanges between several,
clearly defined, substates on a submillisecond time scale.
conformational exchange contributions to the tranverse
torelaxation rate constant correlate well with the chemi
shift difference between the apo and Ca21-saturated states o
the wild-type protein, thus indicating that at least part of t
substates explored correspond well to the ‘‘closed’’ conf
mation of the TR2C domain. From the same data, it see
clear that the secondary structures of the explored subs
are well defined and no unfolding is involved in these co
formational changes. As already noticed, similar behav
has been observed for a small number of proteins, suc
lysozyme or triosphospate isomerase@7,26#, indicating that
the conformational changes observed upon substrate bin
are, in fact, natural motions of the protein, enhanced by
presence of the substrate.

Several molecular dynamics studies have conside
CaM, mostly concerning the relative orientation of the
and C-terminal domains, or the flexibility of the central he
@27–29#. Two 4 ns trajectories of calmodulin were report
in Ref. @30#, where it was found that the C- and N-termin

FIG. 1. The conformational changes of the C-terminal dom
of calmodulin. Left, as observed through NMR experiments~top,
the open calcium-loaded form; bottom, the closed calcium-f
form!. Right, as observed during our molecular dynamics simu
tion of the calcium-loaded form~top, before the conformationa
change takes place, att53,6 ns; bottom, after it occurred, att
54 ns).
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domains behave mostly like rigid bodies, with fluctuations
interdomain distances within a 7 Årange and of interdomain
angles by up to 60°. No open-closed transition of t
C-terminal domain was reported. In particular, the backbo
rms of the C-terminal domain did not exceed 2.5 Å.

More recently, a 3 nstrajectory@21# of the calcium-loaded
N-terminal domain showed a transition from the open to
close configuration. The authors concluded that
N-terminal domain is most of the time in the closed config
ration, exhibiting transitions to the open state that favor t
get binding. In order to further characterize the conform
tional changes of calcium-loaded TR2C, we introduce in
following section a simulation protocol that allows atom
description and at the same time the observation of millis
ond events. Inspired by the fact that the secondary struc
of the calcium-loaded TR2C is well defined even in the
termediary states@22,23#, we consider molecular dynamic
trajectories in which the secondary structure of TR2C
fixed ~although some flexibility can be introduced as we!
and take into account some modeling of the solvent. Clea
these simplifications are not enough to reach~with present
day computational resources! millisecond-long trajectories
In order to accelerate the exchange processes, we artific
increase the temperature. The hypothesis that the obse
conformational changes follow an Arrhenius law allows t
extrapolation of the observed dynamics to physiological te
peratures. In spite of the high temperatures we consi
TR2C preserves well its tertiary structure~in particular, it
remains compact!. We do observe conformational chang
that bear some resemblance to the open-closed transi
However, in terms of hydrophobic exposed surface, the
effect is the inverse: more hydrophobic patches get expo
to the solvent during these transitions, thus facilitating
interactions with a potential ligand. In this scenario, the
result is analogous to the one suggested in Ref.@21#, namely,
from time to time, each domain of CaM increases temp
rarily its hydrophobic surface. The difference between the
and C-terminal domains would be that the predominant c
formation is the closed one for the former and the open
for the later.

III. METHODS

All energy minimization and molecular dynamics calcul
tions were performed with theCHARMM program@31#. The
simulations reported below used the standard PARAM
charges and force constants. We checked that qualitati
similar results were obtained with the all-hydroge
PARAM27 parameter set. Electrostatic interactions with
constant dielectric function (e51) where smoothly turned
off at 12 Å. We used the same cutoff distance for the van
Waals interactions. The nonbonded list was updated b
heuristic procedure~default option inCHARMM: updates are
performed only if atoms move by more than half of the wid
of the buffer region, 1 Å, since the last update!.

The initial coordinates for TR2C and the two calcium io
are taken from the crystallographic structure@19# of the
calcium-loaded calmodulin~pdb code: 1CLL!. Water mol-
ecules are taken from a pure water~TIP3! simulation
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TABLE I. A description of the substructuring used to discretize TR2C. The left column gives the
ondary structure element~helix or loop!, the right column contains the corresponding sequence of resid

Nter loop MET LYS ASP THR ASP SER
Helix 1 GLU GLU GLU ILE ARG GLU ALA PHE ARG

VAL PHE
Loop 1 ASP LYS ASP GLY ASN GLY TYR ILE SER

ALA ALA GLU
Helix 2 LEU ARG HIS
Loop 2 VAL MET THR ASN LEU GLY GLU LYS LEU

THR ASP
Helix 3 GLU GLU VAL ASP GLU MET ILE ARG GLU
Loop 3 ALA ASP ILE ASP GLY ASP GLY GLN VAL

ASN TYR GLU
Helix 4 GLU PHE VAL GLN MET
Cter loop MET THR ALA
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~tip256.crd file in CHARMM!. This box was replicated in
space to fully hydrate TR2C. The main problem encounte
in these simulations was the choice of an appropriate mo
for the solvent effects. We tried unsuccessfully the prim
shell model of Beglov and Roux, and the ACE model@32# as
implemented in theCHARMM27 code. In both cases, lon
enough~typically 5 ns long! standard simulations of the so
vent model and TR2C at room temperature lead to unreal
conformations of the protein, with an rms of the alpha c
bons with respect to the crystallographic structure larger t
4 Å. This was not the case with the quartic droplet mod
where the water molecules are constrained through a sp
cal polynomial potential of order four. In our case, wa
molecules further than 28 Å from the center of the syst
were deleted, resulting in a set of 2443 solvent molecu
No counterions were added. The resulting structure w
minimized and was the initial condition of the dynam
simulations. The alpha-carbon rms deviation from the cr
tallographic structure was 1.1 Å.

TR2C was simulated using a recently developed met
@33# where parts of the protein are considered as parti
flexible or even rigid bodies. In all the simulations report
here, the secondary structure elements~four a helices and
two short b strands! were considered as rigid bodies~see
Table I!, as well as the water molecules. Within the loo
connecting them, each peptidic plane and the lateral ch
of the amino acids were considered as rigid. In other wo
within loops, only the relative motions between amino a
side chains and peptidic planes are allowed. We there
integrated the equations of motion of a total of 8312443
rigid bodies, using the standard Lobatto algorithm with
time step of 5 fs. The temperature was controlled throug
Langevin bath, with a coupling constant ofb51 ps21. This
coupling is not intended to mimic the coupling to any s
vent, but rather used as a straightforward temperature-co
algorithm that yields the Boltzmann statistics. The result
algorithm is close to the MBO~N!D algorithm @34# imple-
mented inCHARMM, although it also works with parallel ar
chitectures and also differs at the level of the dynami
equations, as explained in Ref.@33#. For the sake of com-
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pleteness, we give in the Appendix the evolution equatio
of the present method.

IV. RESULTS

As stated in the Introduction, our goal is to simulate t
dynamics of TR2C at the millisecond time scale. The leve
details we are seeking here prevents us to reach such a
using today’s computational resources. There are sev
methods that can be used to improve the sampling of
conformational space. Most of them rely on biased simu
tions ~umbrella sampling method!, where the molecule is
constrained to sample uniformly regions defined by one
several coordinates@35#. This increases the number of tran
sitions between the different important conformations, a
thereby reduces the simulation time needed to characte
the system. In this paper, we will be using a different point
view, where we rely only on the increase in temperature
accelerate the conformational sampling. From experime
data, we expect that relevant dynamical events do not dis
much the local secondary structure, which will be kept fix
subsequently. In the following, we will focus on high tem
perature (;800°K) simulations, and argue that, below som
critical temperature, the observed behavior can be extra
lated to physiological temperatures. ForT5800 K, we con-
sidered three different trajectories with the same initial co
dinates, but several initial velocities, and we explicit
checked that the conclusions given below are independen
the initial conditions.

In Fig. 2, we compare the time evolution of, respective
~a! the angle between helices 1 and 2,~b! between helices 3
and 4, ~c! the rms deviation from the minimized structu
restricted to thea carbons,~d! the accessible surface re
stricted to hydrophobic residues~ACSH! and ~e! the differ-
encedACS between the total accessible surface and ACS
as observed in a 5 nstrajectory at temperatureT5800 K.
Most of the time the molecule stays close to the minimiz
structure~the rms is less than 2.5 Å!. The fact that the mol-
ecule does not unfold at this temperature is certainly due
the constraints imposed on the secondary structures. In o
words, the usual temperature-induced unfolding of a prot
8-3
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J. ELEZGARAY, G. MARCOU, AND Y. H. SANEJOUAND PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 031908 ~2002!
proceeds locally, through the breaking of hydrogen bon
while the unfolding of a constrained molecule is much mo
difficult, since it implies the breaking of the global packin

From Fig. 2, it is clear that the molecule can adop
whole range of alternative conformations with rms aroun
Å or even higher, and significantly populated as well. A
other striking feature of the simulation is the clear correlat
between the bursts in rms and the increase of the acces
surface around hydrophobic residues. As Fig. 2~e! shows, the
fluctuations are also significantly larger for hydrophobic th
for hydrophilic residues.

Let us recall that one of the differences between the o
and closed forms of TR2C is the fact that the angle betw
helices 1 and 2 (a122) or 3 and 4 (a324) increases from
;90° ~open! to ;120° ~closed! with an overall 4 –5 Å rms
between the two forms. This is coupled to a burying of h
drophobic residues. Although some correlation between
burst in rms and the increase of the anglesa1,2 and a3,4
exists, it is clear from the above remarks on the ACSH t
the transitions found in our simulations are not of the op
closed type.

Figure 3 shows that the distance from the calcium ion
the first EF hand, although it fluctuates more than in stand
room temperature molecular dynamics simulations, rema
mostly stationary, indicating that the transitions are not
lated to the unbinding of the calcium ion. Eight oxygens a
found in the coordination sphere of the calcium ion that
less than 3.0 Å away, while the bidentate coordination of

FIG. 2. The 800 K trajectory:~a! anglea122 between helices 1
and 2,~b! anglea324 between helices 3 and 4,~c! rms ~Å! devia-
tion from the minimized structure~only thea carbons are taken into
account!, ~d! accessible surface restricted to hydrophobic resid
ACSH (Å2), and~e! the differencedACS between the total acces
sible surface ACST and ACSH (Å2).
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glutamate in the 12th relative position in the EF loo
~Glu104! is maintained. Note that in previous simulation
@36# performed with similar parameter sets, eight oxygen
oms were also systematically observed in the calcium co
dination sphere, instead of seven in all known calciu
loaded EF hands. It seems fair to wonder why calcium d
not dissociate atT5800 K. According to the transition stat
theory, when the activation energy is much larger than
thermal energy, a rate constant can be well approximated
@37#

k5kncexp2DG/kBT, ~1!

wherenc is the harmonic frequency of the reactant along
reaction coordinate at the bottom of the well,DG is the
activation energy,kBT is the thermal energy andk, the trans-
mission coefficient, is smaller than one when tuneling effe
are negligible. Thus, settingk51 andnc5kBT/h, whereh is
the Planck’s constant, that is, setting the harmonic freque
to the highest value expected at a given temperature, yiel
good estimate for the lower bound ofDG, once the rate
constant is known.

Sinceko f f , the calcium-off rate constant of the C-termin
domain of calmodulin, is 37 s21 at room temperature@38#,
the corresponding activation energy,DGo f f , is DGo f f
;15.5 kcal/mole, and the order of the magnitude of t
calcium-off rate constant is;109 s21 at 800 K, that is, cal-
cium ions are indeed expected to remain bound to
C-terminal domain of calmodulin at least 1 ns at 800 K. T
nonobservation of a calcium dissociation during the 800
trajectory is therefore not really incompatible with the ava
able experimental data, however it could also reflect a p
parametrization of the calcium-protein interactions.

It is also of interest to compare the accessible surf
values observed along this trajectory and the same va
computed from the NMR structures. In the apo, calcium-f
state~pdb code 1cmf!, the accessible surface correspondi
to the hydrophobic residues~all the residues! is 2600 Å2

s

FIG. 3. Behavior of the first calcium-binding site during the 8
K simulation. The aspartate in the first relative position in the
loop ~Asp 93! remains monodentate, one of its two carboxyla
oxygens pointing always away from the calcium~black histogram!.
8-4
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EXPLORING THE NATURAL CONFORMATIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 031908 ~2002!
(4900 Å2). In the holo, calcium-loaded state~pdb code
1cmg!, the corresponding values are 3000 and 5540 Å2. No-
tice that the crystallographic structure of TR2C obtain
from that of the calcium-loaded CaM yields 2965 a
5160 Å2, indicating that the crystal packing and may be t
influence of the N-terminal part leave almost intact the h
drophobic accessible surface, but sligthly decreases the
surface. Our simulation indicates that the average ACSH
that found by NMR, although large fluctuations, both po
tive and negative, are possible.

In order to further analyze the bursting phenomenon,
did perform a principal component analysis@39# of the tra-
jectory at 800 K. In Fig. 4 are shown the histograms of
values taken by the first three principal components. T
log-lin representation has been used in order to empha
the Gaussian~or not! character of these projections. Th
logarithm of the second and third projections clearly lo
much parabolic than the first one, indicating that these co
ponents can be well approximated as random Gaussian
ables. However, solely from this data, it is difficult to co
clude about the existence of two well-defined states,
hypothetized in Ref.@22#. Such a scenario would imply th
existence of two maxima in some of these histograms wit
gap between the maxima significantly larger than the v
ance of the other components. The histograms in Fig. 4 s
that this is not the case. However, a more careful exam
tion of these projections shows that the two-state hypoth
holds as a first approximation. In fact, as can be seen in
5, most of the rms bursts are well correlated with the extre
negative values of the first principal component, although
all the bursts can be accounted for in this way. For instan
the burst occurring at around 2.4 ns is clearly related t
large fluctuation of the first component, whereas the one

FIG. 4. Probability density of the~a! first, ~b! second, and~c!
third principal components, as computed from the 800 K traject
For each distribution, the dashed line corresponds to a Gaus
distribution with the same mean and variance.
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curring at around 2.2 ns is more related to a sudden incre
in the second component. The deviation from gaussianity
the first principal component is therefore not an artifact
poor sampling, but rather a sign that this component displ
coherent motions.

As stated in the Introduction, one of the initial goals w
to compare our results against the NMR data of Ref.@22#.
We have emphasized the fact that the two-state model for
bursting transition is not incompatible with the results fro
the principal component analysis. It seems therefore p
sible to apply an Arrhenius law to fit the dependence of
average timêt& spent in the open state~i.e., the ground state
in the presence of calcium! versus the temperature. As
measure of this average time, we consider the time inter
longer than 25 ps where the rms with respect to the m
mized structure is less than 3 Å. The rms threshold value
was found to be a good compromise between a sensible
nition of a state being ‘‘close’’ to the ground state and o
taining meaningful statistics. In Fig. 6 we plotted the avera

y.
ian

FIG. 5. Principal component analysis of the 800 K trajectory.~a!
The rms ~Å! deviation from the minimized structure;~b!,~c!,~d!
time series of the first, second, and third principal component.

FIG. 6. Average time lifê t& spent in the open state as a fun
tion of the inverse temperature.
8-5
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length of these intervals as a function of the inverse of
temperature. The length of the trajectories used to estim
^t& was 5 ns. Obviously, the lower the temperature,
larger the error in this estimates is. Nevertheless, these
suggest an extrapolated average life time in the open sta
around 30 ns, again compatible with the NMR data of R
@22#.

In conclusion, our analysis strongly relies on the obser
fact that, atT5300 K, the secondary structures are close
rigid ~in the nanosecond range from the molecular dynam
simulations reported in the Introduction! or at least well con-
served~from the NMR experiments of Evenaset al.!. For-
mally, imposing constraints on the secondary struct
amounts to replace the HamiltonianH associated with the
force field by a constrained HamiltonianHc , including the
appropriate Lagrange factors. Our main hypothesis is t
that the system protein1solvent visits in a similar way the
conformational space under the action ofH or Hc : the prob-
ability p(C,T,H) of obtaining a given conformation in th
unconstrained model is close to the same probability co
puted with Hc , when T5300 K. Now, the Arrhenius ex-
trapolation based on trajectories generated withHc at
high values of T yields an estimate of the rati
betweenp(C8,T,Hc) and p(C,T,Hc), the probability to be
in two conformations C and C8. According to our
hypothesis, p(C8,T5300,Hc)/p(C,T5300,Hc);p(C8,T
5300,H)/p(C,T5300,H). Of course, this is only a heuris
tic argument: making it more rigorous is, in our opinio
extremely difficult and only the confrontation with new e
perimental data will give additional support to the approa

V. CONCLUSIONS

Molecular dynamics simulations with local constrain
were used to characterize the intramolecular dynamics of
calcium-loaded C-terminal fragment of calmodulin. Hig
temperature trajectories suggest that TR2C explores reg
of the conformational space located quite far in the rms se
from the ground, open state. It seems clear that these reg
correspond to an increase of the accessible surface ar
hydrophobic residues. However, the connection with
open-closed transition is not completely evident, in particu
the observed variations of the angles between each pa
helices do not correspond to those expected in that transi
Extrapolation to physiological temperatures of the measu
transition rates tend to agree with the NMR data of Ref.@22#,
even though longer trajectories will be needed to give ad
tional support to this conclusion. Interestingly, the princip
component analysis of the high temperature trajecto
clearly differentiates the dynamic role of the first princip
component from the others, the former being non-Gauss
This is probably not at odds with the conclusions of R
@22#, who suggested that the conformational exchange is
well represented by a single, global process. As shown
Fig. 3, the amplitude of the fluctuations associated with
second and third principal components are comparable
that of the first. In this sense, even if the first componen
singled out as a non-Gaussian variable, its own dynamic
significantly perturbed by the noise of the other compone
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Let us emphasize that the Arrhenius extrapolation is only
simplest hypothesis that could be used to fit our data. M
complex scenarios such as the ‘‘rugged energy landsca
advocated in Ref.@22#, where the temperature dependence
the conformational exchange constant includes 1/T2 terms,
are probably more realistic. However, taking into account
quality of the fit obtained with the simple Arrhenius law, w
doubt this would bring additional improvement. As stress
before, the success of the Arrhenius model is probably du
the constraints applied to the secondary structure that p
ably smooth the conformational space sampled by the p
tein. It also will be of interest to quantify the effect of th
rigid-body constraints imposed on the secondary structu
For instance, one might wonder whether these constra
could create artificial barriers for tertiary structure rearran
ments. The above extrapolation to physiological tempera
shows that these are probably not very important. Simu
tions using the methods in Ref.@33# are under way to further
quantify this point.
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APPENDIX: EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

The purpose of this section is the derivation of the evo
tion equations that we used to generate the high tempera
trajectories. We assume that, for each body~either parts of
the protein or solvent molecules!, the position of each atomi
with massmi can be written as

Xi~ t !5T~ t !1R~ t !S Xi
01

1

Ami
(
n51

N8

cn~ t !wn~ i !D , ~A1!

whereR(t) @T(t)# is a rotation matrix~a translation vector!,
both being time dependent.X0 is a reference configuration
~for instance, some configuration of minimum energy! and
the vectorswn account for some flexibility of the body. In
previous work@33#, the vectorswn were normal modes. In
the present work, this contribution is missing, still we i
clude it here for the sake of completeness.

Here, we derive the evolution equations for the amp
tudescn(t), rotation R(t) and translationT(t). In this ap-
pendix, we will use the notationȧ[da/dt. We start from the
expression~A1! and derive twice with respect to time, ob
taining

G i2Gg5V̇`xi1V`~V`xi !12V`RF 1

Ami
(

n
dnwn~ i !G

1R
1

Ami
(

n
dṅwn~ i !, ~A2!

where
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cṅ[dn , xi[Xi2Xg , G i5 ẍi , Gg5Ẍg ,

Xg being the position of the center of mass, andV the an-
gular velocity. Equation~A2! is easily obtained by repeated
applying the relation

Ȧ5Ȧmov ing1V`A

relating the time derivatives of a time dependent vectorA in
a fixed reference (Ȧ) and a moving referenceȦmov ing . We
rewrite Eq.~A2! as

05S̈ i2Zi1V̇`Amixi , ~A3!

with

Zi5Ami~G i2Gg!2AmiV`~V`xi !22V`R(
n

dnwn~ i !,

and

S̈ i5R(
n

c̈nwn~ i !.

A simple counting shows that the system~A3! is ill posed, as
it has less unknowns (N813) than equations (3Na). A
simple way out is to define the unknownsc̈n andV̇ as given
by the least-squares solution of Eq.~A2!, that is, they mini-
mize the quantity

1

2 (
i

~2Zi1S̈ i1V̇`Amixi !
2.
ys

io

t.

,

03190
It is then straightforward to obtain

IV̇52(
i

Ami~Zi`xi !1(
i

FAmi(
n

c̈nRwn~ i !`xi G ,
~A4!

c̈n5(
i

@ZiRwn~ i !#2V̇w ñ, ~A5!

where

w̃n[(
i

Amixi`Rwn~ i !,

and I is the instantaneous inertia matrix, i.e.,

I115(
i

xi
2xi

21xi
3xi

3 , I1252(
i

xi
1xi

2 , . . . ~A6!

with xi5(xi
1 ,xi

2 ,xi
3).

The main difference with respect to the MBO~N!D
method @34# is the choice of the rotation matrix. In
MBO~N!D, R(t) defines a rotation with respect to the prev
ous body~the protein is considered as a chain of flexib
bodies!, in our approachR(t) defines an absolute rotation
with no reference to other bodies. Accordingly,
MBO~N!D, the evolution equations of the different parts a
coupled, whereas in our method, they are uncoupled.
other main difference is the use of rescaled short ra
forces, as explained in Ref.@33#. This difference is crucial
without substructuring.
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